# Joint International Relations/Modern Languages and Literatures Major

**Program directors:** IR: Chair; MLL: M.H. Chabut

The multidisciplinary Joint IR/MLL Major is offered jointly by the Department of International Relations (IR) and the Department of Modern Languages and Literatures (MLL). The program, which offers a Bachelor of Arts, incorporates courses from both IR and MLL, as well as electives from a broad cross-section of other departments, for a challenging program that requires overseas study, language facility, and undergraduate research.

The Joint IR/MLL Major recognizes that Lehigh graduates must be adequately prepared to play an active role in the world of the 21st century. For that, they will need an acute understanding of essential issues of global politics, broad linguistic and cultural skills, significant overseas experience, and both intellectual and cultural sophistication. The Joint IR/MLL Major meets those requirements with courses in economics, international relations, language, and culture. Extended study abroad and undergraduate research in more than one language are also required. The program will help students develop a deeper and richer understanding of cultural, linguistic, and political diversity around the world.

The program requires a total of 16 courses for 60-64 credits. At least one semester of study abroad in an approved Lehigh program is required, as is undergraduate research that uses sources in at least one language other than English. Each student will have two major advisors, one each from IR and MLL.

**Professors.** Henri J. Barkey, PhD (University of Pennsylvania); Marie-Helene Chabut, PhD (University of California San Diego); Constance A. Cook, PhD (University of California Berkeley); Kiri Lee, PhD (Harvard University); Mary A. Nicholas, PhD (University of Pennsylvania); Norrin M. Ripsman, PhD (University of Pennsylvania)

**Associate Professors.** Marie-Sophie Armstrong, PhD (University of Oregon); Taieb Berrada, PhD (Northwestern University); Matthew R. Bush, PhD (University of Colorado Boulder); Dinissa Duwanova, PhD (Ohio University); Yinan He, PhD (Massachusetts Institute of Technology); Chaim D. Kaufmann, PhD (Columbia University); Kevin Narizny, PhD (Princeton University); Antonio Prieto, PhD (Princeton University); Vera S. Stegmann, PhD (Indiana University)

**Assistant Professors.** Thomas Chen, PhD (University of California Los Angeles); Arman Grigoryan, PhD (Columbia University); Olivia Landry, PhD (Indiana University Bloomington); Miguel Pillado, PhD (University of California Berkeley); Sara Lindsey Reuben, MA (Columbia University); Nobuko Yamasaki, PhD (University of Washington)

**Lecturers.** Jessica Racines Brandt, MA (Lehigh University); Eunice Cortez, PhD (Temple University)

**Professor Of Practice.** Limei Shan, MS (East China Normal University)

**Emeriti.** Linda S. Lefkowitz, PhD (Princeton University); Rajan M. Menon, PhD (University of Illinois Urbana); Bruce E. Moon, PhD (Ohio State University); David W. Pankenier, PhD (Stanford University); Oles M. Smolansky, PhD (Princeton University); Anje C. Van Der Naald, PhD (University of Illinois Urbana); Lenora D. Wolfgang, PhD (University of Pennsylvania); Raymond F. Wylie, PhD (University of London)

## Joint IR/MLL Major

### International Relations courses (6 courses/24 credits)

- IR 010 Introduction to World Politics
- IR 105 Theories of International Relations
- IR 210 Foreign Policy
- IR 220 Globalization and World Politics
- IR 225 International Political Economy
- IR 236 Causes of War
- IR 237 National Security: The Military Instrument of Foreign Policy
- IR 245 International Organization

Two IR advanced courses numbered 300-387 (except IR 307) or IR 393

### Modern Languages and Literature courses (6 courses/22-24 credits)

16 credits in one language, either Arabic, Chinese, Hebrew, Japanese, Russian, French (above the level of French 2), German (above the level of German 2), and Spanish (above the level of Spanish 2)

Two culture courses from an approved list or in consultation with the MLL advisor

### Capstone project: IR 389/MLL 389

A research project on international politics that will include original research in at least one foreign language under the joint supervision of an advisor in IR and one in the relevant language in MLL.

### Study Abroad

- 1 semester or more in an approved Lehigh program

### Electives (3 courses/10-12 credits)

Any IR courses except IR 002, 019, 090, 307, 388, 389, 391, or courses from an approved list.

### Total Credits

60-64